
    
 
 

Caretakers Spotlight 
 

This month’s Caretakers Spotlight introduces you to 
Will Howekamp, Project Manager for DPM. He grew 
up in Lafayette, CA, and received his undergraduate 
degree from UC Berkeley in Visual Studies.  Will 
started working at Stanford in November of 2012 as 
a Project Engineer with the Department of Project 
Management (DPM).  He is now a Project Manager 
within the same group. Before joining DPM, Will was 
a graduate student at Stanford where he received 
his Master Degree in Sustainable Design and 

Construction. His desire to work at Stanford was influenced by the atmosphere and 
environment he experienced as a graduate student at Stanford. Over the years he changed his 
career path three times but always managed to remain in project management. His first stint in 
project management focused on product design and development for Marmot, an outdoor gear 
company. Next he did project management for two tech companies and finally, with DPM. He 
has a passion for details of how things are constructed, but it wasn’t until he found his way to 
the construction industry that he found a role that had the ideal mix of design, engineering and 
impact.   
 
Will’s favorite part of his job is that he is always learning something new. He interacts with so 
many different people with all different skill sets in his job and he enjoys learning from them. 
He loves his job at DPM because he gets to be out on campus and isn’t tied to his desk all day. 
He gets great satisfaction of building high quality buildings that will be around for a long time. 
He loves recounting the stories of how a new building came to be from conception to 
construction. 
 
Will’s role involves a mix of activities to plan and run 
projects, spanning from program planning, to design, to 
permitting and construction. He has to balance between 
keeping an eye on the long term, while also problem 
solving the day to day challenges.  A typical day starts 
with emails and then Will attends project meetings 
involving different phases, walks the sites of various 
projects and, of course, works on more emails.  
One of his favorite memories is from graduate school. A student comes late to class with a bag 
of ice on his arm.  A classmates of his from the business school asked him, “Hey, do you play 
football at Stanford?  What position?” The guy with the ice replied, “Yes, quarterback.” The 
classmate next says, “Cool, I heard we have a great quarterback . . . .  Andrew something, can’t 



    
 

remember his last name.  You must be learning a lot from him.” 
Turns out the guy with the ice was Andrew Luck and he replied 
with a very humble, “Yeah, I know him,” leaving the classmate 
clueless.  
 
Outside of Stanford Will enjoys spending time with his family. He 
has been married to his wife Maggie for 10 wonderful years. They 
have two children, daughter Corinne (7) and son, Wade (4). They 
currently don’t have any pets but his daughter is constantly 
making a pitch for a hamster or guinea pig. They enjoy watching 
and playing sports, cooking and eating, but most of all they love 

spending time in the mountains snow skiing, hiking, fly fishing and camping. Will also enjoys all 
his DIY home improvement projects which can keep him quite busy. 
 


